
 

Flight and Hotel Reservations for Visa Application 

When submitting a visa application in any consulate or embassy, you are required to provide evidence of 

flight itinerary and hotel booking. These 2 documents ensure that you have valid and authentic flight 

reservations and place(s) of accommodation in the host country. However, it doesn’t matter if you submit 

actual bookings or verifiable reservations. As a matter of fact, submitting verifiable flight reservations and 

hotel bookings is rather a better choice. Besides, if your visa application got rejected, you will be deprived 

of your hard-earned money once and for all. 

This leads us to the most trusted and legal solution: when applying for a visa, always submit verifiable 

flight reservations and hotel bookings. A verifiable flight itinerary and hotel bookings are also called 

dummy air tickets and dummy hotel bookings. These docs are fully authentic and verifiable from airline’s 

and hotels’ websites respectively. Besides, if need be, you can convert them into actual flight tickets and 

hotel bookings. Plus, if your visa application gets rejected, it will only cost you a petty sum of cash. We at 

bookingreservationforvisa.com for visas provide authentic and verifiable docs. So, reach out to us now 

and get your visa application approved in the blink of an eye. 

Flight Itinerary for Visa 

A flight reservation or flight itinerary for a visa is further classified into two categories: 

One-way flight reservation: This document entails details about the applicant’s intended date of entry 

into the host nation. It does not list the date of exit. We recommend attaching a one-way flight reservation 

with the application when the applicant is applying for a long-stay visa. 

Round-trip flight reservation: As the name indicates, this type of document lists the applicant’s 

intended entrance and exit date. For short-stay visas, we recommend always attaching a round-trip flight 

reservation with your visa application. 

We always recommend you attach a dummy flight reservation with your visa application. Attaching an 

actual flight ticket with your visa application is a risky step. Be it Schengen area, UK, USA or any other 

part of the world, our recommendation remains the same. 

Hotel Booking for Visa 

A dummy hotel reservation or hotel booking for a visa is authentic and valid proof of accommodation for 

your visa application process. Mostly every diplomatic office or embassy of the relevant Schengen 

country demanding the same document as proof that you have already or prearranged place to stay for 

your destined country after visa approval. 

If you are applying for a tourist visa, then a dummy hotel booking suits you best. If your visa is approved, 

you can cancel it without paying any additional charges or convert it into a real one [whichever best suits 

your needs]  
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For your travel visa application embassies needs a flight itinerary for a visa, hotel bookings for a visa. 

Call or WhatsApp: +8801978569293 

 


